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Chapter 1 : SVPwiki | Universal Laws Revealed: Keelys Secrets
Before Stephen Hawking, before Einstein, it was Keely that proposed that science and spirtuality are one and the same.
If you have any interest in physics, music, sound therapy, or just want to learn more about this amazing man, then buy
this book!

Universal Laws Never Before Revealed: Ten years of research went into this book. The text has been
completely retypeset, laid-out and re-illustrated. This volume contains the most comprehensive interpretation
of SVP ever done. Extensively illustrated including the original crystal clear Library of Congress photographs.
Tonn have been computer enhanced and are legible and are included. Contains a comprehensive bibliography
of source materials. The thing is, there have been many impressive scientific achievements over the years
which have been very useful but their explanations always seem uncomfortable, unsatisfactory speculation
without cohesion. We have known of John W. Now comes this beautifully produced volume, over-size, with
photographs, patent drawings, charts, graphs, etc. Keely is truly unique, a technology unlike anything else we
know about, magnificent intricacy. In brief, all is sympathetic vibration, and sympathetic vibration is the
etheric force. The casual reader opening a Keely book is faced with equipment that superficially resembles late
19th century workbench apparatus but described in musical, acoustical terms. Working in , Keely is years
ahead of the rest of us. For example, on page is a Keely schematic dated compared to a similar schematic by
famed quantum physicist Richard Feynman over 80 years later. It takes an understanding of acoustics and
musical theory to even begin to understand Keely. The essence is the " music of the spheres " known to
ancient wisdom While modern engineering recognizes harmonics, Keely proposes many more relationships
than merely doubling and halving frequencies. With just an introductory physics course somewhere in your
background and acquaintance with musical theory much of Keely is in musical notations you will travel a long
way with this book. Sutton , editor Future Technology Intelligence Report. I am speaking of religion in
general not just one religion while disgarding the others. Therefore God comes first, science follows. Your
book helped the bridge between religion, science, metaphysics, philosophy, etc. I cannot thank you enough for
publishing this book. I hope you publish more on Keely and related discoveries. These books may not be on
the best seller list but they are deeply appreciated. Please put me on your list if subjects on Keely or related
topics are published. I had trouble sleeping thinking about the many concepts covered therein I also wrote a
laudatory book review on the Amazon.
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Chapter 2 : New Releases Universal Laws Never before Revealed: Keely s Secrets Unlimited - Video Daily
Description: Ten years of research went into this book. This collection of articles by Keely, Tesla, Dale Pond and many
others reveals the scientific significance and correlations of Keely's work: the science of Sympathetic Vibratory Physics.

Sympathetic Vibratory Physics The following forty laws governing natural harmony, sound and vibration are
explored by Dale Pond in detail in his book: Universal Laws Never Before Revealed: Some of these laws are
again explored in Its a Musical Universe! All forms of transmissive energy can be focussed, reflected,
refracted, diffracted, transformed, and diminished in intensity inversely as the square of the distance from the
originating source. Creative, the vibrating aggregate; Transmissive, being the propagation of isochronous
waves through the media in which it is immersed; Attractive, being its action upon other aggregates capable of
vibrating in unisons or harmony. Dark radiant heat begins at absolute zero temperature, and extends through
light, chemical rays, actinic rays, and infra-violet rays, up to the dissociation of all molecules to the 63rd
octave. The phenomenon of Dynamic Electricity through a metallic conductor and of induction are identical.
In a metallic conductor, the transmission is from atom to atom, through homologous interstices, filled with
ether, presenting small areas in close proximity. In crystalline structures, heat, which expands the atoms, by
twisting them produces striae, increases the resistance, etc. Between parallel wires and through air the
induction takes place from large areas through a rarefied medium composed of a mixture of substances, whose
atoms are separated by waves of repulsion of various pitches, discordant to electric vibrations; the said atoms
sympathetically absorb the vibrations and dissipate from themselves, as centers, concentric waves of electric
energy which produces heat and gravism. Each form or pitch may be transformed into an equivalent quantity
of another pitch above or below it in the scale of octaves. The transformation can occur only through its static
effect, developing vibrations of harmonic pitches above or below their fundamental vibration, or developing
with juxtaposed aggregates, resultant and difference, or third order, as the case may be. A table of the intervals
and harmonics of the normal harmonic scale will indicate the ratios in which the transformation of forces will
occur. Atomic pitch is determined directly from its simple spectrum. Atomic pitch is determined by
computations from its associate spectrum with all other atoms, as in known spectra. Atomic pitches are more
important working data than atomic weights; tables of atomic pitches must be precise. The gradual approach
of the temperature of harmonic combination can be observed by mutually comparing superimposed spectra;
chemical combination commences when the fundamental lines of each spectrum bear harmonic ratios by
linear measurement. Heat increases the amplitude of the oscillations in a direct ratio to the temperature of the
natural scale. New thermometers and accurate thermometric tables, on the natural base, wherein doubling the
temperature doubles the pitch of the transmissive energy, are required. Such a table of temperature will bear
natural relations to atomic weights, pitches, specific heats, chemical affinities, fusions, solubilities, etc. One
table for each must be constructed. When two atoms are indifferent, they may be made to unite by varying the
pitch of either, or both. This necessitates the construction of tables, representing variation of atomic pitches by
temperature, pressure, etc. Tables of all harmonics and concords, and harmonics founded upon a normal
harmonic scale, are equally essential. Optical instruments may be made to measure pitches of energy.
Reconstruction of electric units to represent pitches and amplitudes. Diminishing the pitch of oscillation
inversely as the square of the distance of the atoms apart, and simultaneously increasing the vibrating pitch of
the atom by absorption of overtones and higher harmonics. A table of electro-chemical equivalents on the
normal basis will indicate the electrical conditions and amount of chemical change.
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Chapter 3 : Universal Laws Never Before Revealed: Keely's Secrets â€” Magnetic Universe
This is an excellent book I have not read all of it but have been in and out of it over the years. I don't think it was Keely
that proved gravity equals magnetism but I'm not sure The first time I had heard that theory was from Ed's writings.

Click HERE to view. Universal Laws Never Before Revealed: Ten years of research went into this book. The
text has been completely retypeset, laid-out and re-illustrated. This volume contains the most comprehensive
interpretation of SVP ever done. Extensively illustrated including the original crystal clear Library of
Congress photographs. Tonn have been computer enhanced and are legible and are included. Contains a
comprehensive bibliography of source materials. The thing is, there have been many impressive scientific
achievements over the years which have been very useful but their explanations always seem uncomfortable,
unsatisfactory speculation without cohesion. We have known of John W. Now comes this beautifully
produced volume, over-size, with photographs, patent drawings, charts, graphs, etc. Keely is truly unique, a
technology unlike anything else we know about, magnificent intricacy. In brief, all is sympathetic vibration,
and sympathetic vibration is the etheric force. The casual reader opening a Keely book is faced with
equipment that superficially resembles late 19th century workbench apparatus but described in musical,
acoustical terms. Working in , Keely is years ahead of the rest of us. For example, on page is a Keely
schematic dated compared to a similar schematic by famed quantum physicist Richard Feynman over 80 years
later. It takes an understanding of acoustics and musical theory to even begin to understand Keely. The
essence is the "music of the spheres" known to ancient wisdom While modern engineering recognizes
harmonics, Keely proposes many more relationships than merely doubling and halving frequencies. With just
an introductory physics course somewhere in your background and acquaintance with musical theory much of
Keely is in musical notations you will travel a long way with this book. Sutton, editor Future Technology
Intelligence Report. I am speaking of religion in general not just one religion while disgarding the others.
Therefore God comes first, science follows. Your book helped the bridge between religion, science,
metaphysics, philosophy, etc. I cannot thank you enough for publishing this book. I hope you publish more on
Keely and related discoveries. These books may not be on the best seller list but they are deeply appreciated.
Please put me on your list if subjects on Keely or related topics are published. I had trouble sleeping thinking
about the many concepts covered therein I also wrote a laudatory book review on the Amazon.
Chapter 4 : Universal Laws Never before Revealed: Keely's Secrets : Dale Pond :
Universal Laws Never Before Revealed has 8 ratings and 0 reviews. Understanding and using the science of
Sympathetic Vibration. One hundred years ago, sc.

Chapter 5 : John W. Keely's Forty Laws of Harmony
The is the new revised edition of Universal Laws Never Before Revealed - Keelys Secrets Universal Laws Revealed:
Keely's Secrets "This new revised edition will be the foundation of future science and will be sought after by everyone as
their text book.

Chapter 6 : SVPwiki | UNIVERSAL
Maybe you will be the one to be able to duplicate some of the incredible machines that John Keely developed which
were all but lost for a hundred years. This monumental work contains the mathematics and basic principles which can
usher in a new awareness as well as new sources of energy.
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Chapter 7 : John W. Keely - Universal Laws Never Before Revealed, Keely's Secrets - [PDF Document]
New and improved special edition of "Universal Laws Never Before Revealed: Keely's Secrets". We have it on Higher
Authority this book will make a huge impact on science and be the foundation text for the coming New Science.
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